ABSTRACT

A literatural study on 「Ch’ungmaek · Immaek · Dokmaek one origin divides triple」
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This article is the study on distribution, physiological phenomenon and pathological change of Ch’ung, Im, Dokmaek by literatural investigation.

To see the course of rotation, function, and nature of a disease, This three pulse is start from one origin to different effect with each other. Therefore, We will have to be held much investigation and endevour for diagnosis and treatment on this foundation.

The results were as follows:
1. Dokmaek and Immaek have exclusively each acupuncture points, Ch’ungmaek is flow to accordance with forward routes of Stomach Meridian and Kidney Meridian.
2. In the way of forward routes, all Ch’ung, Im, Dok’s start from Uterus to Hoeum go out : Dokmaek flows forward to vertebra and arrives at the ridge of the nose through forehead and head. Immaek flows up to lips area directly through the center of abdomen and chest, and get together Dokmaek in lip area. Ch’ungmaek flows into the same direction of the groin, and get together with Kidney Meridian, and goes up continually and finally arrive at chest.
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3. To see in functional phase, Immaek and Dokmaek are named ‘the sea of Yin pulse’ and the sea of Yang pulse, are controlled by Yin & Yang, and these are responsible for physiological phenomenon control. Ch’ungmaek and Immaek, which is the function of woman’s growth and development, are responsible of the relation of the menstruation and pregnancy.

4. To see in pathological phase, Ch’ungmaek and Immaek, are often occur pathological change at the same time, are responsible of the disease of the urinogenital organ and gynecology. Dokmaek and Immaek happen to symptoms of a disease according to distribution.

5. The symptom of disease relating to Ch’ungmaek, Immaek, Dokmaek is associated with not only its unique forward route of these three pulse but also meridian, vicker, and bowels.

Ⅰ. 緒 論

奇經八脈是十二正經経脈之外的循行部位, 其循行部位和循行部經脈的特性和功能不同, 規定腧穴的位置和功能也不同。奇經八脈的循行部位和循行方向, 基本上與十二正經経脈相似, 但其循行範圍和循行方向有所不同。奇經八脈的循行部位和奇經八脈的循行方向, 以及與十二正經経脈的比較, 本文將詳細闡述。
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